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The wealthtech labyrinth 

Introduction 

Wealth management is now a technology business. There’s a digital tool for every aspect of 

a financial advisor’s day-to-day life — from marketing and prospecting to onboarding new 

clients, creating a financial plan, allocating assets and managing portfolios. Some tasks are 

impossible without one, and that’s even before the COVID-19 pandemic forced the staunchest 

traditionalists to adopt new technology to work remotely. 

Yet advisors still have a difficult time navigating the increasingly crowded marketplace. Few are 

confident they have made the right decision with technology, opening up an opportunity for 

providers to improve their offerings. 

The 2022 edition of Financial Planning’s annual technology survey explores these trends, the 

impact technology is having on the wealth management industry and how advisors are invest-

ing for the future. 

Key Findings 

• About 93% of financial advisors agree that technology plays a critical or very important 

role in their practices. Approximately 68% say their firm prioritized spending on technolo-

gy over other business priorities in the last year. 

• However, only 38% of advisors are confident that they are getting technology decisions 

right. There is still a big opportunity for providers to help wealth management firms build 

their digital suites.

• Financial planning software, customer relationship management (CRM) and document 

management are the most widely adopted technologies across the industry. However, 

there is significant variation in tech adoption across market segments and firm size. 

Why read this report? 

This annual survey 

of financial advisors 

explores the technology 

trends shaping the 

wealth management 

industry. For advisors 

looking to make sure 

their firms are keeping 

pace with their peers, 

this report provides 

key insights into the 

perceived role of 

technology in future 

practices and a look at 

how other advisors are 

investing for the future.
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About this report 

This research was conducted by Financial Planning’s parent company, Arizent, to under-

stand current technology trends shaping wealth management. An online survey conducted in 

February 2022 was completed by 250 advisors from a range of firms, including independent 

broker-dealers, employee advisors and fee-only firms of various sizes (see Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Advisors surveyed represent a mix of roles and perspectives

Figure 2: More than half of the financial advisors responding work at firms with 
$500M or more in AUM

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: Which of the following best describes your role?

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: What are your firm’s total assets under management (AUM)?

20% Bank or credit union investment program advisor

15% Fee-only advisor with an independent RIA

13% Insurance agent

13% Wirehouse employee advisor

13% Independent BD and corporate RIA advisor

12% Regional or other BD employee advisor

10% Independent BD and hybrid RIA advisor

2% Fee-only advisor with a BD corporate RIA

2% Other

22% $10 billion or more

2% $5 billion to $9.99 billion

18% $1 billion to $4.99 billion

16% $500 million to $999.9 million

27% $100 million to $499.9 million

15% Less than $100 million
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The state of wealthtech in 2022

The importance of technology is not lost on financial advisors. More than half say technology 

is critical to their firm, while another 39% say it is very important (see Figure 3). Just 7% say 

technology is only somewhat important, while no one says that it isn’t important at all. 

Technology has become such a top concern for advisors that many are prioritizing it over other 

business needs in their budgets (see Figure 4). While it isn’t surprising in a world still recover-

ing from a pandemic that advisors have redirected resources away from events and confer-

ences into technology, they are also prioritizing technology spending over hiring, compensa-

tion and client acquisition. 

Figure 3: Advisors agree that technology is highly important to financial advisory 
firms

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: How would you rate the role technology plays in financial advisory firms?

54% Critical

39% Very important

7% Somewhat important

0% Not very important

0% Not at all important

93% 
say technology is critical 

or very important for a 
financial advisory firm

“Tech is the 
future and 
providing 
clients with 
access to 
cutting edge 
tech keeps you 
from falling 
behind.

—  Advisor at firm with 

$10B+ AUM
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Nearly everyone (98%) is using at least one piece of software in their practice. Financial planning 

software is the most widely adopted, with 66% of respondents saying they use it in their firms 

(see Figure 5). CRM software comes in second at 56%, followed by document management 

software at 53%. 

On the other end of the spectrum, cryptocurrency trading and outsourced technology offered 

by turnkey asset management platforms (TAMPs) are the least adopted by advisors. There has 

been significant activity in both of these spaces recently — startups like Onramp and Flourish 

launching to provide advisors with access to cryptocurrency, for example, and rapidly growing 

TAMP companies like InvestCloud and Orion Advisor Solutions — indicating considerable room 

for growth. 

Figure 4: Many firms are redirecting spending away from other business needs to 
free up resources for tech investments

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Advisors involved in technology decisions n=191; Those indicating “yes, areas have received less funding” n=130

Questions: Has your firm prioritized technology spending over other practice needs in the past 12 months? 
Which, if any, of the following areas have received less funding at your firm in the past 12 months to free up 
resources for your technology investments?

47%

32%

29%

27%

21%

68% Yes 

24% No

8% Not sure

Has your firm prioritized technology 
spending over other practice needs in 

the past 12 months?

Which, if any of the following areas have received less 
funding at your firm in the past 12 months to free up 

resources for your technology investments?

Continuing education/
conferences/events

Hiring

Compensation

Client acquisition

None

68% 
Prioritized tech 

spending over other 
practice needs in the 

last 12 months
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However, different types of advisors think differently about technology and display different pref-

erences in adoption. Advisors with a bank or credit union are significantly more likely to agree on 

the value of technology than insurance agents. Fee-only advisors are more likely than employee 

advisors, independent broker-dealers, insurance agents and bank/credit union advisors to be 

using CRM, digital client portals and trading/rebalancing software (see Figure 6). 

A firm’s technology budget also appears to be a factor in technology adoption. Financial plan-

ning software, CRM, client portals and client communication tools, like video conferencing and 

texting, are more common among organizations with smaller budgets. Firms with larger budgets 

are making greater use of things like marketing automation, robo advisors, chatbots and crypto-

currency trading (see Figure 7).

Figure 5: Financial advisory firms are utilizing a wide variety of technology today

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: Which IT solutions and software do you currently use at your firm?

66%

56%

53%

50%

45%

44%

41%

41%

37%

35%

24%

20%

12%

11%

9%

9%

Financial planning software

CRM

Document management software

Client portal provider

Compliance software

Risk assessment software

Financial planning apps/tools

Client communications
(video conference, texting)

Trading and rebalancing/portfolio
management software

Social media management tool

Marketing automation platform

Multifunctional platform

Chatbot

TAMP

Cryptocurrency/digital asset trading

None of the above

Automated investing/robo advice
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Figure 6: Technology adoption varies across market segments

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Employee advisor n=61; Bank or credit union investment program advisor n=49; Independent BD n=57; Fee-only 
advisor n=44; Insurance agent n=33

Question: Which IT solutions and software do you currently use at your firm?

Fee-only advisor with a BD corporate or independent RIA Independent BD and corporate or hybrid RIA advisor

Employee advisor (Wirehouse, Regional, or other BD employee advisor)

Insurance agent

Bank or credit union investment program advisor

CRM

Financial planning software

Client portal provider

Document management software

Client communications
(video conference, texting)

Trading and rebalancing/
portfolio management software

Financial planning apps/tools

Risk assessment software

Compliance software

Social media management tool

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%
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Figure 7: Technology budgets seems to play a role in mix of technologies adopted

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Employee advisor n=61; Bank or credit union investment program advisor n=49; Independent BD n=57; Fee-only 
advisor n=44; Insurance agent n=33

Question: Which IT solutions and software do you currently use at your firm?

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

More than $1M $500K to $999K Less than $500K

Financial planning software

CRM

Cryptocurrency/digital asset trading

Client portal provider

Compliance software

Risk assessment software

Financial planning apps/tools

Client communications
(video conference, texting)

Trading and rebalancing/portfolio
management software

Document management software

Marketing automation platform

Multifunctional platform

Chatbot

TAMP

Automated investing/robo advice

Social media management tool

Most common among 
organizations with 
smaller tech budgets

Most common among 
organizations with 
larger tech budgets

Firms with 
bigger tech 
budgets are 
making greater 
use of things 
like marketing 
automation, 
robo advisors, 
chatbots and 
cryptocurrency 
trading.
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However, a significant number of advisors aren’t feeling confident about the technology they 

have chosen. Only 38% of those surveyed say their firm has “definitely” focused on the right 

tools to remain competitive in the market. The rest either have some doubts (49% answered yes, 

probably), disagree with their company’s decisions (5%) or aren’t sure (8%) (see Figure 8). 

This confidence correlates with the size of a firm’s technology budget. Among firms spending 

less than $500,000 per year on technology, just 35% said they are definitely making the right 

decision on technology. At firms spending more than $1 million, that number rises to 53%. More 

than half of respondents say their firm budgets less than $1 million on technology. 

The least likely advisors to feel confident in their technology decisions are those affiliated with 

an independent broker-dealer, where many wealthtech companies have been focusing in recent 

years after growing among RIAs. There is clearly an opportunity for technology vendors to grow 

in this market. 

Figure 8 Few advisors are confident they are getting technology decisions right 
to maintain a competitive position

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: In your opinion is your firm focusing on the right technology priorities to establish or maintain a best 
in class position among its core competitors?

55%

45%

36%

32%

28%

38% Yes, definitely 

49% Yes, probably 

5% No

8% Not sure

Bank or credit union 
investment program advisor

Insurance agent

Employee advisor (Wirehouse,
Regional,or other BD

employee advisor)

Fee-only advisor with a BD
 corporate or independent RIA

Independent BD and corporate
or hybrid RIA advisor

87% 
think their organization

is definitely or
 probably focusing 
on the right tech 

% Yes, Definitely by role

Just 38% 
of advisors 
are highly 
confident they 
are making 
the right 
technology 
choices to 
keep pace 
with or move 
ahead of their 
competition
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An eye to the future
Similar to how advisors feel about the technology decisions they’ve made, many aren’t totally 

confident that they are prepared for the future. Just 32% say their firm is “very well prepared” 

from a technology perspective to support clients’ needs, while 42% say this regarding their em-

ployees (see Figure 9). Although very few say they are completely unprepared, there is still room 

for improvement at many firms.

Fee-only advisors with either a broker-dealer or an independent RIA report feeling the most 

well-prepared, perhaps because they have traditionally been ahead of the curve when it comes 

to adopting the latest technology.

Figure 9: Only a minority of advisors are highly confident their technology 
decisions are preparing them for the future

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: Moving forward, how well prepared do you feel your firm is from a technology perspective to support 
the needs of your clients and your employees?

Very well prepared Fairly well prepared

Somewhat unprepared Completely unprepared

32% 53% 14%

1%

1%

42% 47% 10%

85% Very or fairly well prepared

FOR CLIENT

FOR EMPLOYEES

89% Very or fairly well prepared

The good news is that advisors are looking to spend more on technology. Two-thirds of advisors 

agree that technology is key to serving more clients and driving business growth. More than six-

in-ten plan to increase their annual budgets in the next 12 months, with another 34% saying they 

plan to keep it the same. Just 3% are planning on a decrease.

As for what they are looking for in technology, it’s all about the clients. When asked what is 

driving their firms’ priorities and investments in technology, 51% said “higher client satisfaction” 

while “improved client retention” and “improved profitability” tied at 42% (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10: The promise of higher client satisfaction, improved retention and 
improved profitability are key technology drivers

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: What is driving your firm’s technology priorities and investments?

51%

42%

42%

36%

35%

34%

33%

32%

32%

29%

29%

28%

24%

22%

13%

Higher client satisfaction

Improved client retention

Improved profitability

Workflow automation

Improved cybersecurity

Improved business agility and scalability

Reduced paper

Reduced costs

More client self-service tools

Reduced errors

Enhanced employee productivity

Need to keep up with competition

Support for marketing and client prospecting activities

Compliant digital client communications

Support for digital assets and/or cryptocurrencies

Mobile apps and artificial intelligence top the list of which specific technology will disrupt wealth 

management in the next one to three years, followed by digital platforms like client portals, 

blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies. 

These are similar responses to the 2021 technology survey, though significantly fewer advisors 

cited client portals this year. Technologies that had the largest increase from 2021 include bio-

metrics, wearable devices, chatbots and direct indexing, which has been one of the hottest spots 

for fintech M&A, with more than a dozen important deals happening since 2020. 

However, there appears to be a disconnect between the desire to spend more on technology 

and how to actually spend it. According to the study, few organizations say they are highly likely 

to replace or upgrade existing technology or buy new software (see Figure 11). Banks and credit 

unions are the most eager to buy new technology, while fee-only advisors are the least keen (see 

Figure 12). 

“There is never 
enough time to 
serve clients’ 
needs to the 
level they 
desire. Without 
systems 
in place to 
facilitate 
investment 
management, 
planning and 
communication, 
we wouldn’t 
be able to 
serve 20% of 
the number of 
relationships 
we do now.

—  Advisor at firm with 

$1B-$5B AUM
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Figure 11: Despite the desire to spend more on tech, few firms are highly likely to 
replace or upgrade existing tech or buy new software

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Total respondents n=250

Question: In the next 12 months, how likely is your firm to replace, upgrade or add one or more products in each 
of the following categories?

Financial planning apps/tools

Financial planning software

Document management software

CRM

Multifunctional platform

Client communications
(video conference, texting)

Risk assessment software

Client portal provider

Marketing automation platform

Social media management tool

Compliance software

Trading and rebalancing/portfolio
management software

Cryptocurrency/
digital asset trading

Automated investing/
robo advice

Chatbot

TAMP

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

6Extremely likely, 7 5 4 3 2 Not at all likely, 1
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Figure 12: Banks are the most likely to invest in new tech across categories

Source: Financial Planning, Annual Technology Survey, 2022
Base: Employee advisor n=61; Bank or credit union investment program advisor n=49; Independent BD n=57; Fee-only 
advisor n=44; Insurance agent n=33

Question: In the next 12 months, how likely is your firm to replace, upgrade or add one or more products in each 
of the following categories?

Fee-only advisor with a BD corporate or independent RIA Independent BD and corporate or hybrid RIA advisor

Employee advisor (Wirehouse, Regional, or other BD employee advisor)

Insurance agent

Bank or credit union investment program advisor

Financial planning software

Financial planning apps/tools

Risk assessment software

Compliance software

Document management software

Client portal provider

Trading and rebalancing/
portfolio management software

Client communications
(video conference, texting)

CRM

Chatbot

Multifunctional platform

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Advisors at 
banks are 
most likely to 
signal plans to 
invest in new 
or upgraded 
technology in 
the coming 
year.
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Conclusions 

• The importance of technology to the wealth management industry is hard to overstate. 

Nearly all advisors surveyed agree that technology plays a critical or very important role in 

wealth management firms and two out of three firms chose to spend on technology over 

other priorities last year.  

• The priority firms place on technology is driven, in part, by the widely shared view of 

technology as an enabler for achieving key business goals like scale. In fact, two out of 

three of those surveyed strongly agree that technology is key to allowing them to serve 

more clients and drive growth. Other benefits advisors frequently see from having the 

right technology in place include higher client satisfaction, improved client retention and 

improved profitability. 

• To drive those outcomes, wealth management firms are investing in technology. In fact, 

more than six out of 10 plan to increase their annual budgets in the next 12 months. Mobile 

apps and artificial intelligence are seen as near-term disruptors in the industry, while 

expectations for disruption from biometrics, direct indexing, wearable technology and 

chatbots have increased from last year. 

• Confidence lags, however, with fewer than four out of 10 financial advisors feeling that their 

firms have made the right decision with technology, creating an opportunity for providers 

to help wealth management firms build their digital suites. 
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About Arizent Research

Arizent delivers actionable insights through full-service research solutions that tap into its 

first-party data, industry SMEs and highly engaged communities across banking, payments, 

mortgage, insurance, municipal finance, accounting, HR/employee benefits and wealth 

management. Arizent has leading brands in financial services, including American Banker, 

The Bond Buyer, Financial Planning and National Mortgage News, and in professional 

services, such as Accounting Today, Employee Benefits News and Digital Insurance. For more 

information, please visit www.arizent.com.

Interested in learning more about how to put Arizent’s full-service research capabilities to 

work for your company? Please contact: Janet King, Vice President Research, janet.king@

arizent.com, 207-807-4806.


